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Qualifying farmers in southern Ontario can now sign up for a new 40’x200’ farm building. 
Suitable for hay storage, housing livestock, or parking equipment, the building is being 
offered to farmers for free -- no capital costs for the building, no insurance costs, and no 
cost for the building permit – by a new Ontario company, Hay Solar.  The building 
incorporates solar photo voltaic panels on its sloping, shed-style roof. In return for giving 
away the building, Hay Solar retains the rights to the electricity the roof will produce, selling 
it to the Ontario government at the wildly inflated price of 71.3 cents/kWh – about 12 times 
the price consumers pay for commodity portion of their power bill. 
 
Hay Solar is one player in the massive ongoing solar gold rush raging in Ontario. On top of a 
solar gold rush, there are also gold rushes underway in wind power, biomass, and hydro-
power, all fueled by rich subsidies under Ontario’s non-competitive Feed-In Tariff (FIT) 
power purchase program. Almost all the qualified consulting and engineering resources in 
the province are engaged in these various gold rushes. 
 
The Ontario Power Authority (OPA) has been struck by a deluge of applications to join the 
gold rushes, particularly for the most outlandishly priced project types. The OPA officially 
refers to the deluge as unexpected. Specific factors that made the OPA's solar offerings 
obviously over-priced were discussed here in a post last September. As of May 7th, the OPA 
had offered contracts to 11,249 projects less than 10 kW, almost all of whom are proposing 
solar projects. The total amount of capacity for these small generator contracts sums to 
102.4 MW. 
 
In addition, over the period from October 1 through December 1, 2009, a staggering total of 
9.064 GW of FIT projects greater than 500 kW submitted proposals to the Ontario Power 
Authority (OPA). Of this, the OPA has so far offered contracts to about 27% of the capacity 
or 2.421 GW from 184 projects. 

Since Dec. 1/'09, the OPA has received proposals for a very large fleet of FIT generators 
greater in size than 500 kW, although details are not yet available and no contracts have 
yet been offered by the OPA to members of this group. 
 
As a further addition, the OPA has offered contracts to 20 large and 510 small aboriginal 
and community projects based on the inflated FIT price plus additional sweeteners. The 
amount of capacity here is 264 MW for the large projects and 112.2 MW for the small 
projects. 
 
All combined, these project could theoretically supply approximately 5.3% of Ontario's 
current electricity demand, if the output was needed. However, given prevailing supply and 
demand conditions now and projected over the next couple of years, only a fraction of the 
output from these projects could actually be used by Ontario consumers. Production not 
used by Ontario customers will be sold to neighbouring utilities, mostly in the U.S., or 
dispatched off by the IESO. As discussed in previous posts, the market value of the power 
Ontario is already exporting is often close to zero or less. In April, neighbouring utilities 
were paid up to 12.8 cents per kWh to take excess power off the Ontario grid.  
 
Because FIT generators are paid on the basis of deemed generation, not actual generation, 
the new generators have no financial stake in whether their power has market value. 



Ontario consumers are required to pay full price for all deemed FIT generation, whether or 
not the power is used.  
 
It will take about 3 to 4 years to bring most of this power into service and not all of the 
projects now offered contracts by the OPA will be completed. However, most will.  
 
To calculate the consumer impact, I have assumed that all the projects are brought into 
service.  I have not included any extra costs consumers will bear to encourage Aboriginal 
businesses, Community organizations, municipalities, or Korean multinationals. Neither does 
my estimate include costs for extra transmission and distribution costs, which we know to 
be rising fast, or load balancing, which is largely a black box. 
 
To pay the direct costs of the newly contracted power under the McGuinty government's FIT 
program, I estimate that the annual power bills for the average household will rise by 
approximately $111.16. Very little of this cost is reflected in the $350 per household per 
year increase I am currently forecasting for the end of 2011. 
 


